Law amending, adding and derogating several provisions regarding Fiscal Matters

Published in the Official Gazette of the Federation on December 31, 1981.

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE ONE.– This Law shall enter into force on January 1, 1982.

ARTICLES TWO THROUGH TWENTY-NINE.– ....................


ARTICLES THIRTY-ONE THROUGH THIRTY-EIGHT.– ....................


In fulfillment of the provisions of section I Article 89 of the Mexican Constitution and for its proper publication and observance, I hereby issue this Decree in the residence of the Federal Executive in Mexico City, Federal District, on the thirtieth day of the month of December of nineteen hundred eighty-one. - José López Portillo.-Signed.- Minister of Finance and Public Credit, David Ibarra Muñoz.- Signed.- Minister of the Interior, Enrique Olivares Santana.- Signed.